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Topography, stresses, and stability at Yucca Mountain, Nevada

HENRI S.SWOLFS& WILLIAM Z.SAVAGE
US Geological Sume) . Denver Federal Center, Colorado. USA

1 ABSTRACT

Plane-strain s o l u t i o n s are used to analyie the Influence of topography
on the s tate of s t r e s s at Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada. The
r e s u l t s are In good agreement with the measured etreBs components
obtained In d r i l l h o l e s by the hydraul i c - frac tur ing technique,
part icular ly those measured d i r e c t l y beneath the crest of the r idge ,
and Indicate that t h e s e s t r e s s e i are g r a v l t a t l o n a l l y Induced. A
separate analys is takes advantage of the fac t that a wel l -developed
set of vert ica l f a u l t s and frac tures , Bubparallel to the ridge trend,
imparts a ver t i ca l t ransverse l sotropy to the rock and that , as a
consequence of g r a v i t a t i o n a l loading, unequal horizontal s t r e s s e s are
induced in d i rec t ions perpendicular and p a r a l l e l to the antsotropy.

2 INTRODUCTION

Yucca Mountain, l o c a t e d on the ves tern boundary of the Nevada TeBt
S i t e ( f i g . 1) , i s a north-south- trending r idge of moderate r e l i e f that
projects southward froo the higher t erra in near Timber Mountain in to
the lower, broad p l a i n s of Crater F l a t , the Amargosa Desert , and
Jdeltass F l a t s . Regional gravity :-ni s e i s m i c - r e f r a c t i o n surveys
(Snyder & Carr 1984; Mooney e t a l . 1982), as wel l as ex tens ive
d r i l l i n g in the area, reveal that Yucca Mountain and Crater F la t are
underlain by a th ick (3 -4 km) s e c t i o n of ash- f low tuf f s and re la t ed
rocks that f i l l a s t e e p - s i d e d north—south—trending depression in the
pre-volcanic rocks . The eastern edge of t h i s depression r i s e s to
within 1.5-km depth from the surface Just e a s t of Yucca Mountain where
Si lurian and Ordovicien carbonate rocks have been penetrated by the
dr i l l .

According to Scott et s i . (1983), Scott & Castellanos (1984), and
Scott & Bonk (1984), Yucca Mountain i s cut by major north- to north-
east-striking and generally westward-dipping normal faults, forming
blocks of Miocene ash-flow tuffs t i l ted gently eastward ( f ig . 2 ) . In
general, the density of these faults decreases toward the north, where
ncrthwest-striking str ike-s l ip faultB with apparent right-lateral
offset become prevalent. The rock types contained within these blocks
Include densely welded devitrlfied and vltric ash-flow tuffs,
nonwelded vltric ash-flow tuff*, vitrlc bedded tuffs, nonwelded
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Figure 1. Hap showing the location of Yucca Mountain and drill holeB
USW G-l, G-2, and G-3. Areas of positive relief are shaded.

zeolltlc and argillaceous ash-flow tuffs, and reollrlc and
argillaceous bedded tuffs.

As revealed by structural mapping of tV.z surface of Yuccn Mountain
and analyses of oriented cores (Scott et al . 1983), fractures and
minor faults are abundant and pervasively distributed throughout the
ridge (fig. 2 ) . The dominant fractures have steep to near-vertical
westward dips and nearly constant north to northwest strikes. The
frequency of these fractures Is several times greater In the welded
tuffs than In the nonwelded tuffs. The orientation and attitude of
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3ur:- 2. "". ruclurr i -'ion across Yucca Mountain In the vicinity of
: 111 hole J3U C-3 sho'ir.g the overall cross Bectional shape of the
.ldge and the disposition of normal faults and tilt blocks In the
ridge. (From bcott et al. 1983.)

hese fractii-;1; Impart a mechanical onlsotropy to the rocks; in fact,
icott et al. >19B3) attribute the observed deviation from vertical of
several deep drill holes, as well as the directions of deviation to
this anlsotrupy.

Because the static water table at Yucca Mountain Is 500 to 800 m
below the surface, the untaturated rone above the water table is being
considered as a possible .location for a nuclear-waste repository
(Wlnograd '-981; Roseboon 1983). The study and characterization of the
constraints on the deElgn and construction of the repository imposed
by the geologicsl environment Include the Investigation of the state
ol regional stress. To thl6 end, measurements of stre3B by the
hydraulic-fracturing technique (cf., Halmson & Falrhurst 1967) have
been made in several drill holes by the U.S. Geological Survey (Healy
et al. 1984; Stock et al. 1984; J.H. Stock, written coramun. 1984).
The majority of these neasurements, however, were made In the
saturated zone below the water table to a depth of 1.4 km. Upward
extrapolation of the results of stress measurement into the
unsaturated zone Is difficult and, perhaps, unwarranted without some
theoretical guidance.

The aim of this paper is, therefore, to describ" two aspects that
may exert some influence on the local state of Btress In Yucca
Mountain. First, we shall consider the stresses Induced at repository
depths by toj.jgraphy using solutions obtained by Savage et al. (1985)
and, second, we shall consider the effect of fracture anlsotropy on
the horizontal-stress distribution following the procedures outlined
by B. Amadel (oral comnun. 1985). Both theoretical approaches deal
only wlt'ii the gravitational component of the regional stress field;
implicit in the analyses is the assumption of lateral restraint
(Jaeger & Cook 1979), which seetns reasonable considering the geologic
setting of Yucca Mountain.

3 OBSERVATIONS

To date, 11 hydraulic-fracturing tests have been conducted to estimate
the stresses In the saturated zone at Yucca Mountain (Henly et al.
1984; Stock et al. 1984; J.M. Stock, written coramun. 1984) at depths
from 646 to 1356 m. Of these tests, eight were done In drill holes
USW G-l and USW G-2 located north of the proDosed repository block and
east of the ridge crest. The three remaining tests were done in drill
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hole USW C-3 located In the aouthernaost portion of the repository

block and on the creit of the ridge. The result* of these tests show

that the leaat horliontal stress (Sh) Increases froa 4.2 to 14.8 HP*

In the test Interval iron 646 to 1288 • In holes G-l and C-2 and frost

6.8 to 11.5 HPa In the test Interval from 1074 to 1356 • in hole

G-3. Due to the overburden weight, the vertical stress (Sy) Increases

at in average rate of 20.6 HPa/km. The few calculations of the

greatest horizontal stress (S^) indicate that it Increases from 16.8

to 17.9 MPa in holes C-l snd C-2 snd from 10.6 to 17.9 HPa In hole

G-3.
The measured stresses at Yucca Mountain are indicative of a normal

faulting or extenBlonal stress regime where Sv>SH>Sh> This Is
consistent with the fault orientations shown in figure 2. However,
the stresses obtained in hole G-3 are consistently smaller than those
obtained at equal depths in either hole G-l or G-2. >'or instance,
comparing the ratios of measured least-horizontal to vertical
stresses, we find that Sh/Sv is 0.49 in hole C-l and 0.5 in hole C-2,
whereas the same ratio is 0.37 In hole G-3. Similarly, the greatest
horizontal- to vertical-stresB ratio (Su/Sy) averages 0.73 in holes
G-l and G-2 and Is only 0.57 In hole C-3. The lower stress ratios
obtained In hole C-3 nay. In part, be due to the fact chat the
deterstlnatlon of Sy by borehole gravlneCry has not been corrected for
topographic effects.
Depths to the water table also vary with position relative to the

ridge crest, because the static water levels are found at depths of
575 B in hole G-l, 526 m in hole G-2, and 752 n in hole G-3 (Scott et
al. 1982).

Horizontal-stress orientations have been inferred from features
observed In the drill holes by means of televiewer surveys (Healy et
al. 1984; Stock et al. 1984; J.H. Stock, written commun. 1984). This
evidence consists of drilling-Induced hydraulic fractures and sldewall
spelling (breakouts) along section of the drill holes. Hydraulic
fractures are likely to be propagated when the bottom-hole pressures
of the drilling fluid exceed the value of S^, the least horizontal
stress. At Yucca Mountain, this criterion Is readily satisfied by
filling Che holes to the surface with drilling fluid (Ellis & Swolfs
1983). The drilling-induced fractures are parallel to the drill holes
for long vertical distances snd strike north to northeast. In near-
vertical holes, breakouts are zonee of limited failure that are
oriented in directions normal to the greatest horizontal stress or at
right angles to the hydraulic-fracture planes. The azimuths of the
observed breakouts In holes G-l and G-2 are west to west-northwest; no
breakouts were recognized In hole G-3. For the purposes of this
paper, we take the orientation of the least-horizontal stress (Sn) to
be normal to the ridge, and the orientation of the greatest-horizontal
stress (SH) to be parallel to the ridge and the vertical fracture-
anisotropy. The vertical stress (Sy) Is assumed equal to the weight
of the overburden.

4 ANALYSIS

4.1 Topography

In this section, we shall attempt to explain the observation that the

least-horizontal stresses measured beneath the crest of Yucca Mountain
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in hole G-3 are aaaller than those oeaaured at comparable depth* under
the eastern flank of the ridge In holes G-l and G-2. To do thla, we
•ake ute of the resulta of Savage et al. (1985) vho derived an exact
solution for topographically Induced itreaaea by the Koloaov-
Muskheliehvlll method of couples potentials for plane elasticity.
They use a conformal Dapping function to transform an laolated
aysraetrlc ridge (cf., fig. 2) into a half-plane in which expressions
are obtained for the gravity-induced stresses In the symmetric
ridge. Stresses given by the solution satisfy all conditions of the
problem; i.e., shear stresses vanish on the ridge surface and on the
axial plane of the ridge, stresses normal to the ridge aurface vanish,
end at great depth and distance from the ridge all stresses are
conpreselve and approach the state of stress given by the assumption
of lateral restraint (Jaeger & Cook 1979).

East-west cross sections through Yucca Mountain incorporating holcB
G-l, G-2, and G-3 are approximated by the coMormal mapping function
for a symmetric ridge that is 250 m high and 750 m wide at mld-
helght. Assuming the ridge materials to be lsotroplc, homogeneous and
elastic, the topographically induced stresses are calculated for
Polsson'a ratio of v - 0.32 (Ellis & Swolfs 1983) and an average
density of p - 2.14 gm/cm3. Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C show the
calculated variations of the least-horizontal and vertical stresses
(Sh and Sy) with depth as solid curves in the vicinity of holes G-l,
G-2, and G-3, respectively. Also shown are the least-horizontal
stress gradients (dashed lines) calculated in the absence of
topography which, at depth, are the asymptotic bounds to the
topographically Induced components of S. .

The least-horizontal stresses (shut-In pressures) measured by the
hydraulic-fracturing technique are shown as open symbols for each hole
in figures 3A, 3B, and 3C. Although the agreement between the
calculated leaet-horlzontal stresses and tv- measured components
appears to be good. It Is clear thst topography has little effect on
the stresses meaEured in holes G-l and G-2 lower on the flanks of the
ridge (figs. 3A and 3B). However, the effect of topography on the
stress measurements In hole G-3 under the crest of the ridge Is
obvious and significant (fig. 3C). Here, the calculated topographic
component S^ shows little tendency to increase with depth for the
first 200 D , whereas Sy lncreasea steadily with depth, albeit at a
slightly lower rate than shown In figures 3A and 3B. Below about 800
to, both stress components increase linearly with depth but, at
comparable depths, the magnitudes of these stresses are lower than the
calculated and measured stresses shown In figures 3A and 3B. Although
not shown In figures 3A, 3B, and 3C, this discrepancy finally
dissolves at a depth of about 2 km.

The construction shown In figure 3D Is obtained by superposing
figures 3A, 3B, and 3C such thst the dashed lines In these figures
coincide. In effect, the aeasured stresses (S.) In the maturated zone
are corrected for topography by referencing them to a common datum or
flat surface. The distribution obtained In this way reinforces the
conclusion that these stresses share a common gravitational origin.

The calculated topographically Induced stresses are affected by the
relative position of; the neasurenent holes with respect to the crest
of the ridge. Near the c-est, the least-horizontal stress la greater
than the vertical stress to a depth of about 100 « (fig. 3C). Away
from the crest, these horlzontsl stresses are diminished (figs. 3A and
3B). Calculations of SUXIBUB shear stresses Induced by topography
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Figure 3. Coaparison between the calculated (solid lines, S n & Sy)

and aeasured stresses (open symbolB, S^) In drill holes USW G-l (A),

USU G-2 (B), and USW C-3 (C). Depths to the static water table are

indicated by solid, inverted triangles (A, B, & C ) . Composite plot of

all aeasures
(D).

•nts of Sh in the saturated zone corrected for topography

Bhow that the stress differences are nlnimlied at a depth of about 100
a under the crest of the ridge. This is «hovn in figure 3C, where
Sh - Sy. If the plane-strain assumption holds at this depth, Sj, will
be close in »alue to S h and S;v> and the greatest structural stability
would be expected here•

In hole G-2, three at temptn were made to estimate the shut-in
pressures In sections of the hole in the unssturated rone above the
static water table (Stock et al. 1984). These estimates of the shut-
in pressures at which the fractures close are obtained from pumping
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race versus pressure plots; the results are shown In figure 3B at
depths of 295 • , 4IB a, and 432 • • Because It is not known whether
these fractures are freshly formed or already present, and what their
attitudes ore, some uncertainty exists about the Interpretation of ".he
shuc-ln pressures In terms of the least-horizontal stress (S n ) . What
Is clear, however, <s that the normal stress across the fracture
tending to close it should vary with fracture attitude or dip and
range between the local calculated values of Sh and Sv, as Indicated
in figure 3B.

Finally, because of the plane-strain assumption m the analytical
model of Savage et a l . (1985), the calculated values of the greatest-
horizontal stress (S[() are only slightly greater than Sn, a result
that la not in accord with the observations. To find an explanation
for the observation that the ratio of horizontal stress is
S. /sH » 2/3, we shall proceed by characterizing the fractured rock
material at depth under Yucca Mountain as transversely isotropic in
vertical planes parallel to the ridge.

4.2 Fracture anlsocropy

The problem to be considered here is the determination of the stress
distribution in anlsotroplc rock induced by gravitational loading at
depths beyond the effect of topography. Solutions are given by B.
Amadel (oral conmun. 1985) for the case where the planes of transverse
isotropy are vert ical . Horizontal stresses parallel and perpendicular
to the anisotropy are SH and Sh, respectively. The governing
equations are

Sh/SV ' v 'O+v)/( l -v' 2E/E') (1)
and

VSV " (v+v^E/E'mi-WE/E1) (2)

where Sy - Pgh, and E, E' , v, and v1 are the e las t i c constants . The
Poisson's r a t i o s , defined in terms of s train ratios and d i r e c t i o n s ,

are v - -Cy/ty - ^ y ^ H * n d "' " """H^h " ~CV^Ch" T h e Y o u n S ' g ""d"11

paral le l and perpendicular to the anisotropy are E and E ' ,
respect ive ly .

Table 1. Transversely isotropic material properties.

SH/SV V E/E1

0.75 0.29 3.0
0.70 0.29 2.6
0.65 0.30 2.2
0.60 0.31 1.8
0.55 0.32 1.4

At depths sufficiently removed from the effects of topography, the
stresses at Yucca Mountain are such that S /̂Sy » 3/4 and Sn/Sy "
1/2. If we assume, as before, that v - 0.32 (Ellis & Swolfs 1983),
then equations 1 and 2 nay Le solved simultaneously for the two
unknowns, V and E/E'. Because of the uncertainty in the nagnltude
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of Sj,, the reaulta are given In table 1 for • range of SH/Sy ratloa.
The reiulta show a weak dependence on V , but a atrong dependence on
the modulua ratio. For the extreme caae where S^/Sy - 3/4, the
•odulu:: contrait la a factor of three, although It decrease* rapidly
as the stress ratio la diminished. In a fractured Medium, auch aa
that found In Yucca Mountain, the range of modulus contrast Hated In
table 1 la not altogether unrealistic.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have attenpted to explain the measured stresses at Yucca Mountain
using two aeparate theoretical models. Fron the results, It la
apparent that the measured stresses In the saturated tone are of
gravitational origin and are affected by fracture-Induced anlsotropy
and selectively by topography. Stress states above the saturated rone
at repository depths remain enlgmctlc. However, the nodel for
topographically Induced stresses provides a basis for predicting the
stress magnitudes and degree of structural stability at these depths.
Neither of the two theoretical model* 1« alone sufficient to predict

the stresses at Yucca Mountain. A more refined sodel combining both
anlsotropic and topographic effects la required. An exact solution of
this type would be exceedingly difficult to obtain, however, and
recourse to numerical methods becomes essential.
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